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Abstract

Small RNAs (sRNAs) are important short-length molecules with regulatory functions essential for plant development and plasticity. High-throughput sequencing of total sRNA populations has revealed that the largest share of sRNA remains uncatagorized. To better understand the role of sRNA-mediated cellular regulation, it is necessary to create accurate and comprehensive catalogues of sRNA and their sequence features, a task that currently relies on nontrivial bioinformatic approaches. Although a large number of computational tools have been developed to predict features of sRNA sequences, these tools are mostly dedicated to microRNAs and none integrates the functionalities necessary to describe units from all sRNA pathways thus far discovered in plants. Here, we review the different classes of sRNA found in plants and describe available bioinformatics tools that can help in their detection and categorization.
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Introduction

Over the past few years, the scientific community has centered efforts to unravel the complex world of RNA molecules that are not translated into a protein, but that rather have a regulatory function in the cell [1]. Such regulatory RNAs are involved in the control of the concentration of messenger RNA (mRNA) and comprise, among other subclasses, the small RNAs (sRNAs). sRNAs have been shown to have key regulatory functions in development, response to biotic and abiotic stressors, genome stability and transposon control [2]. With the advent of next-generation sequencing of small RNA (sRNA-seq), it has become feasible to survey entire sRNA populations from diverse plant species, cell types, developmental time-points or from different experimental treatments. The identification and classification of sRNA from such high-throughput data is a nontrivial computation task, as plants can produce millions of sRNA from diverse pathways, which are collectively captured in a single sequencing experiment. Accurate sorting of sRNA by class requires categorizing sRNA according to their precursors, structural properties of the mature molecules, as well as functional aspects, such as their potential target sites (Figure 1). A number of computational tools have been developed to detect known sRNA in newly synthesized sequencing libraries, and to help in the identification of novel candidates. For many biologists, a key bottleneck to in silico sRNA analysis is to find software that is tailored to their specific research question and to the data type at hand. In this manuscript, we provide an inventory of various computational tools for the identification and categorization of plant sRNA. We start by describing a simplified classification scheme based on structural and functional sRNA properties, which is adopted in subsequent sections to organize currently available computational tools.
sRNAs in plants

Plant sRNA biology has been extensively reviewed elsewhere [3, 4]. Briefly, in plants, sRNAs are mostly 21–24 nucleotides (nt) in length, and result from cleavage of double-stranded RNA substrates by dicer-like (DCL) enzymes. The RNA substrates, themselves, can originate either from a single-stranded RNA precursor with a stem-loop conformation, or from a double helix. If the sRNA originates from a hairpin structure, they are referred to as hairpin-derived sRNA (hpsRNA), and if they originate from a double helix, they are referred to as small interfering RNA (siRNA). The hpsRNA class can be further considered a microRNA (miRNA) if the hairpin is processed in such a way that it produces only one or few functional units. siRNAs comprise all other classes of known sRNA: secondary siRNA such as trans-acting (ta)-siRNA, natural antisense transcript (nat)-siRNA and heterochromatic (hc)-siRNA.

In the case of secondary siRNA, two nonmutually exclusive groups can be defined: phased siRNA, which is originated from a precursor that is processed in a precise and sequential manner; and ta-siRNA, which is a plant specific sRNA type with targets originated in trans.

In the case of nat-siRNA, the precursor double helix is derived from overlapping RNA segments produced independently of each other, while secondary siRNA and hc-siRNA precursors are preceded by the action of a RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDR) over single-stranded RNA. Considering the physical distance between NAT producing loci, two main categories emerge: cis-NAT and trans-NAT. cis-NATs are transcribed from the same genomic loci but typically from opposite DNA strands and thus form perfect pairs, while trans-NAT are transcribed from distant genomic locations. cis-NAT overlapping regions do not have a characteristic length and can occur in five orientations [5]:

Head-to-head: Consists in the interception in the 5’ ends of both transcripts
Tail-to-tail: Comprises the interception in the 3’ ends of both transcripts
Completely overlapping: A transcript on one strand of the genome is overlapped by the entire length of the other transcript on the opposite strand
Nearby head-to-head: Nearby transcripts in a head-to-head manner where the 5’-end of a transcript is near the 5’-end of another transcript in the genome
Nearby tail-to-tail: Nearby transcripts in a tail-to-tail manner where the 3’-end of a transcript is near the 3’-end of another transcript in the genome

To become active in plants, sRNAs must load into Argonaute (AGO) proteins, which guide silencing complexes to their targets according to sequence pairing principles. When associated with AGO, sRNA can regulate genomes at the transcriptional (TS) or posttranscriptional (PTS) level depending on the specific AGO to which the sRNA binds. Both modes of action have been intensively studied, but PTS mechanisms such as mRNA cleavage and translation inhibition are better understood. PTS is typically observed for miRNA, secondary siRNA and nat-siRNA, while TS is often associated with the action of hc-siRNA. Functional siRNA characterization is key to identify hc-siRNA, as no clear structural features to discriminate between hc-siRNA and other siRNA have been defined to date.

Computational approaches for sRNA detection and categorization

Software for sRNA categorization is typically designed to deal with sequences as input. Some software tools identify precursors in segments with a length of dozens or even hundreds of...
nucleotides, while others focus on short matured fragments of about 20nt, and there are also platforms that combine information from both forms. A comprehensive overview of tools is given in the following sections, and further detailed in Table 1. Depending on the application, sRNA analysis can be complex, often involving preliminary steps such as data preprocessing and quality controls, as well as downstream analysis such as gene ontology annotation and pathway discovery. A number of recent computational platforms have tried to integrate various software modules by stringing together existing tools into single analysis pipelines [6–12]. The description of modules that do not directly deal with sRNA identification and categorization is outside of the scope of this document and will not be discussed here.

Detecting known sRNA

An obvious choice when trying to identify new sRNA candidates is to search for known sequences that have been experimentally confirmed. Owing to their popularity, a large number of databases of experimentally validated miRNA have been built up, comprising several species and kingdoms. miRBase [72] is the most famous miRNA repository, and provides extensive information on precursors, mature sequences and their targets. Unfortunately, similarly detailed databases for other sRNA categories do not currently exist. To our knowledge, there is only one public database (tasiRNAdb) for secondary sRNA in plants, which is strictly dedicated to ta-siRNA [52]. tasiRNAdb provides information not only about mature ta-siRNA but also their precursors and targets in 18 plant species. We are not aware of repositories of mature nat-siRNA or hc-siRNA. Still, there is one database of NATs in plants: PlantNATsDB [73]. This resource contains a large inventory of precomputed NATs for 70 plant species, but it focuses on genes ignoring extensive intergenic regions.

Sequence aligners such as BLAST [74] are commonly used to query such databases. In fact, the platforms supporting tasiRNAdb and PlantNATsDB implement their own online BLAST modules. Searches for long precursors can be performed using standard BLAST parameters; however, mature sequences pose additional challenges because of their small size. When searching for mature sequences, perfect matches reduce the odds of getting hits by chance when compared with the use of mismatches and gaps. On the other hand, allowing for mismatches and gaps is often necessary when studying close interspecies homologues. While single-nucleotide polymorphisms are a well-known source of genomic variation, mature sRNA can be subject to further modifications. For example, miRNA variants (i.e. 'isomiRs') have been identified as a result of inaccurate DCL cleavage, sequence editing events and even nucleotide additions to the mature sRNA [75, 76]. To deal with isomiRs, several tools rely on alignment algorithms and a preprocessing scheme that consists on sequence terminal trimming and nucleotide additions to simulate known sequence modifications. This is the case in applications such as seqBuster [13], QuickMIIRSeq [14], IsomiRage [14], sRNAbench [16], isomiRex [17] and isomiRiD [18]. As ‘template isomiRs’ are a result of dicing shifts, they can be detected if perfect complementarity between the sRNA candidate, and a known miRNA precursor (or premiRNA) is observed. On the other hand, simulating ‘non-template isomiRs’ by creating all possible combinations with 1–3 nt extensions in the 5’ and 3’ ends of known miRNA, and by trimming canonical mature sequences, has been central for their identification. To reduce false positives, some of these tools perform additional processing steps typically exploring features of sRNA-seq libraries. The simplest procedure consists in using read abundance cutoffs as done in isomiRiD. seqBuster uses several filters to eliminate sequences with low read abundance and computes z-scores to distinguish true isomiRs from sequencing errors. QuickMIIRSeq uses multiple samples simultaneously with the rationale that noisy background reads are not captured consistently in multiple samples unlike true miRNA, even if they show low expression levels.

Computer-aided de novo sRNA categorization

Once known mature sRNAs are identified in sRNA-seq data, the remaining sequences (which usually comprise the major part of the initial sRNA-seq sets) are typically mapped to a genomic reference (if available) to eliminate sequencing chimeras and artifacts. Mature sequences mapping to previously characterized ribosomal RNA (rRNA), transfer RNA (tRNA), small nuclear RNA (snRNA) and small nuclear RNA (from databases like for example Rfam [77]) are filtered out by some computational frameworks [29, 57], as these are thought to be mostly non-DCL fragmentation products that have a low chance of entering functional sRNA pathways [57, 78]. Still, doing so can eliminate true sRNA, as tRNA-, rRNA- and snRNA-derived sRNAs have been identified in multiple plant species [79]. Removing low complexity and low copy reads is also a common practice to reduce noisy data [29, 42], but again, care must be taken in doing so because important sequences can be missed (e.g. hc-siRNAs are typically derived from repetitive regions). If BLAST is a popular mapping tool suitable to work with long precursor sequences, aligners like BWA [80] and bowtie [81] are primary choices when it comes to mapping libraries of short reads to a reference. An accurate mapping is of importance in the sense that meaningful clues for sRNA categorization can be obtained from the sequence and chromatin context of the mapped loci.

The identification and classification of putatively functional sRNA is a challenging computational task. While the majority of computational tools have been tailored to animal data, several of these tools can also be applied to other species, including plants. However, sRNA biology differs considerably between plants and animals, and several plant-specific computational tools have been developed. Existing computational methods can be broadly divided in five main groups: (i) those that explore conservation principles; (ii) those that rely on structural features such as the spatial conformation of the precursor(s); (iii) inspired by machine learning; (iv) rule-based and (v) target-centered. In practice, this distinction can be difficult as most modern tools consist of pipelines involving a mixture of these methods.

Below we discuss computational tools specific to each plant sRNA class. Because sRNA biogenesis and function can be treated separately, emphasis is given to each of these facets in distinct sections.

Identification of hairpin structures and miRNA classification

The root concept underlying hpsRNA and miRNA categorization is the biogenesis from a RNA transcript with capacity to fold into a hairpin-shaped precursor. As hpsRNA are not well understood and given the popularity of miRNA, most hairpin detectors were developed having in mind pre-miRNA. In truth, a large number of tools branded as miRNA detectors are no more than hairpin or pre-miRNA predictors, as they do not even provide a location for the putative mature miRNA inside the pre-miRNA. These tools must therefore be examined carefully to avoid erroneous conclusions [38].

The inference of RNA secondary structure is central to many computational methods designed to detect hairpin structures.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SeqBuster</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuickMIRSeq</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IsomiRage</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sRNAbench</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isomiRex</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isomiRID</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNAFold</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>hpsRNA</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNAFold</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>hpsRNA</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirinho</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNAFold</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>hpsRNA</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIRFINDER</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SS + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIRcheck</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SS + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microHarvester</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SS + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiMatcher</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>TS + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirTour</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SS + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-mii</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SS + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirDeepFinder</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG + DF</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlantMiRNAFRed</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plantMirP</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVOMIR</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HuntMi</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNAPrediction</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SS + TG</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SplamiR</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miPlantPreMat</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MirPara</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRDup</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SS + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRduplexSVM</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaturePred</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRLocator</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShortStack</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>hpsRNA/miRNA/ta-siRNA</td>
<td>SA + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirDeep-P</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRPlant</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirA</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SA + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PiPmiR</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>[46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mir-PREFeR</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SA + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRCat2</td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Local Web server</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>Precursor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>miReader</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>UEA sRNA Workbench</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>miRNA/ta-siRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG + D</td>
<td>Dicing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>pssRNA Miner</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>ta-siRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG + PI</td>
<td>Machine learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Shortran</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>miRNA/ta-siRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG</td>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>TasExp Analysis</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>ta-siRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG + D</td>
<td>Isomir detection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>PhaseTank</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Secondary/ phased siRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG</td>
<td>Precise excision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>NASTI-seq/R</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>nat-siRNA</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>Phasing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>NATpipe</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>nat-siRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG + D</td>
<td>Machine learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Cleaveland</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>SS + TG + DF</td>
<td>Complementarity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>PAREninp</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>SS + TG + DF</td>
<td>Degradoneism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>SoSMART</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>miRNA/ta-siRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG + DF</td>
<td>Machine learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>SeqTar</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>SL + TG + DF</td>
<td>Expression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>mRNA Digger</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG + DF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>psRNA Target</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>SS + TG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>TAPIR</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>SS + TG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Targetfinder</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>SS + TG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Target-align</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>SS + TG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>PsRobot</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>hpsRNA/miRNA</td>
<td>SS + TG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>p-TAREF</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SS + TG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>microRNA Target</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SS + TG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>PlantMirnaT</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SS + RL + TG + DF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>MTide</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SL + TG + DF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>sPARTA</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>SS + TS + DF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>imiRTP</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>SS + TS + DF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Modules for downstream analysis or that are not applicable to plants are not mentioned. DF: degradation fragments; RL: RNA sequencing; SA: sRNA-seq alignments; SL: sRNA-seq library; SS: sRNA sequence; PI: phase initiator sequence; PS: precursor sequence; TR: transcript; TG: transcript or genomic sequence.
Algorithms such as RNAfold [19] and UNAFold [20] explore thermodynamic principles applied to RNA runners and under the premise that the minimal folding free energy index for miRNA precursors is significantly lower than for other products frequently captured during sequencing such as tRNA, rRNA or mRNA [82]. It is important to recall that plant miRNA stem-loops are more heterogeneous when compared with animals (usually they are larger and can contain big bulges); hence, the parameters of the algorithms need to be adjusted according to whether the input data are derived from plant or animal species [83, 84]. Once calibrated, these ab initio methods can predict hairpin structures without additional knowledge.

Traditional RNA folders are computationally intensive, characterized by a cubic time complexity, which is suboptimal for large inputs. Mirinho [21] and mirNAFold [22] are folders with a square time complexity, recently introduced to tackle this problem.

Because homology search is inherently simpler than folding estimation, most software combines conservation principles with RNA secondary structure predictions to decrease processing time, but also to increase accuracy. In the case of MIRFINDER [23], a miRNA reference set from Arabidopsis is used to tune a pipeline similar to the one described above. This tool performs a search for new miRNA by comparing queries against a reference, and explores three principles: (i) the reference miRNA sequence is conserved between the query and the reference species, independently of the rest of the precursor sequence having diverged; (ii) the precursor sequence must be able to form a stem-loop secondary structure; and (iii) for two miRNA orthologs the location on the arm of the stem-loop secondary structures is the same in both species. To fulfill the first condition, a search for mature miRNA is made with BLAST; and the second condition is verified with RNAfold. Other tools that use similar comparative genomics principles include MiRcheck [24], microHarvester [25], MiMatcher [26], miRTour [27], C-mi [28] and miRDeepFinder [29]. For example, miRDeepFinder uses a set of miRNA candidates as queries and searches in a reference for segments with potential to form pre-miRNA. The hit sites are extended (700 nt by default) upstream and downstream to capture and examine precursor candidates with the miRNA located in one arm of the stem at either the 5’ or 3’ end. After a miRNA candidate is identified, miRDeepFinder extracts the complementary miRNA* sequence considering a 3’ overhang of 2 nt characteristic of the miRNA-miRNA* duplex.

In a slightly different approach, machine learning methods have been used to train classifiers capable of distinguishing plant pre-miRNA from other RNA sequences. One argument in favor of these latter approaches is that comparative methods have limited capacity to detect miRNA sequences and precursors with low similarity to the reference set, while machine learning models can capture more general features that overcome this weakness. PlantMiRNAPred [30] and plantMrnPred [31] are part of this list, both of which were developed using support vector machines (SVMs). PlantMiRNAPred uses a classifier trained with data from several plant species. A set of 68 features extracted from pre-miRNA and optimized using information gain and feature similarity criteria was considered for training the final classifier, including information about the sequence composition, k-mers, secondary structure, energy and thermodynamics-related parameters. Interestingly, the authors compared PlantMiRNAPred with triplet-SVM [85] and microPred [86], two tools following a similar philosophy but developed using human data. Indeed, these two methods show discriminative capacity when applied to plants, but the accuracy of PlantMiRNAPred is considerably higher, illustrating the need for kingdom-specific tools. Other machine learning algorithms have been applied to pre-miRNA detection, including Markov models in NOVOMIR [32], random forest in HuntMi [33] and C5.0 decision trees in miRNAprediction [34]. In a less usual scheme, SplamiR [35] combines software for detecting primary transcripts that undergo splicing events with a machine learning classification system to identify candidate pre-miRNA among generated putative pre-miRNA.

Searches for genomic sequences with the potential to form fold-back stem-loop structures do not yield high-confidence putatively functional miRNA, as many more inverted repeats can be found than the number of miRNA expected for a given organism. For example, in Arabidopsis thaliana, 138864 inverted repeat structures have been identified [24] but <1000 miRNA confirmed [72]. To increase miRNA detection accuracy, miPlantPreMat [36] and miRPara [37] feed properties of mature miRNA sequences and their precursors to machine learning models. Both combine SVM classifiers in a hierarchical architecture. miPlantPreMat works with classifiers individually trained to recognize mature and precursor sequences, while miRPara explores inter-kingdom differences.

Although the determinants for miRNA location inside a precursor remain poorly understood, efforts have been made to develop computational procedures for their detection. For example, miRDup [38] was designed to infer the precise positions and length of mature miRNA within a candidate pre-miRNA through random forest classifiers that use sequence and structural features. In addition, tools such as MiRduplexSVM [39], MaturePred [40] and miRLocator [41] use classifiers to extract the position of miRNA duplexes from hairpins.

High-confidence miRNA classification requires additional criteria [87]. For example, the precursor must be diced at specific loci producing only one or a reduced number of mature miRNA. When that happens, piles of sRNA accumulate at these genomic positions. To inspect this feature, it is necessary to access the layout of sRNAs along the precursor. This can be directly assessed using the short-read alignment patterns from sRNA-seq data. Such a functionality can be found in most modern tools, including Shortstack [42], mirDeep-P [43], mirPlant [44], miRNA [45], PIPmir [46], mi-RFPreFer [47] and miRcat2 [48].

MirDeep-P and mirPlant are extensions of the popular tool miDeep [88]. While miDeep was developed for animal applications, mirDeep-P and mirPlant were specifically designed for plant-based sRNA analysis. Following the mapping of sRNA reads to a reference genome with bowtie, mirDeep-P extracts RNA segments to further determine secondary structure and checks if sRNA spatial distribution patterns are compatible with dicer activity. The mature candidates and the respective pre-miRNA are then filtered according to plant-specific criteria based on known properties of plant miRNA genes. A significant difference between mirPlant and mirDeep-P is that in the latter case, the precursor region is determined based on the genomic region overlapping reads, while in mirPlant the precursor region is determined based on the highest expressed read, which is presumably the mature miRNA. The authors of mirPlant argue that this strategy reduces the number of false negatives, as it guarantees that the mature miRNA is located at the end of one arm of the hairpin. In the case of Shortstack, giving the mapped reads and a reference as input, a de novo sRNA cluster discovery is performed by analyzing local patterns of read coverage. Each genomic region overlapping an sRNA cluster is then subjected to a hairpin-folding analysis with RNAfold. Afterward, hairpins are annotated either as hpsRNA or miRNA loci, depending on how strong is the evidence for precise
excision given by local sRNA patterns. miRNA tries to maximize the flexibility in parameter settings to enable a conservation-independent miRNA analysis; the authors argue that the use of standard parameters for all plant species is suboptimal because of the complex and nonhomogeneous nature of miRNA precursors in plants. In miR-PREFER, expression information from multiple sRNA-seq libraries can, in addition, be used to decrease false positives and improve the reliability of the predictions.

Another less common solution is miReader [49], which aims at identifying mature miRNA directly from sRNA-seq data, thanks to an embedded algorithm for de novo contig assembly using short reads.

**Detection of secondary siRNA and ta-siRNA**

In contrast with miRNA-encoding MIR genes, secondary siRNA precursors such as those encoded by ta-siRNA loci or TAS genes lack a specific secondary structure, and thus require alternative computational prediction strategies. The computational identification of new secondary siRNA is strongly focused on the detection of phasing patterns. This kind of analysis requires sRNA-seq data and a genomic reference, and can be executed with tools such as UEA sRNA Workbench [7], ShortStack [42], psRNAMiner [50] and shorttron [51], which implement variants of the method described in [89]. In this approach, sRNA clusters are determined from the mapped reads, and the occurrence of significant phasing patterns inside these regions (Figure 1) is calculated considering a hypergeometric distribution. The sRNA thought to be phase-initiators can also be mapped to the reference to help identify the start and stop coordinates of the precursor, and restrict the inspection of secondary siRNA candidates to clusters inside that region [50]. In the ‘one hit’ initiator case, functional siRNA must be searched in both the 5’ and 3’ direction of the initial cleavage coordinate, as phasing is a bidirectional process. To mimic patterns of DCL slicing, both UEA sRNA Workbench and ShortStack introduce a shift that pushes the start position of the segment located in the opposite strand 2 nt downstream.

The TasExpAnalysis module, available online through the tasiRNAdb [52] platform, combines phasing detection with a search for known TAS and ta-siRNA in user-provided sRNA and sequencing data. It models the probability of finding read enrichment given by local sRNA patterns. miRNA tries to maximize the flexibility in parameter settings to enable a conservation-independent miRNA analysis; the authors argue that the use of standard parameters for all plant species is suboptimal because of the complex and nonhomogeneous nature of miRNA precursors in plants. In miR-PREFER, expression information from multiple sRNA-seq libraries can, in addition, be used to decrease false positives and improve the reliability of the predictions.

Another less common solution is miReader [49], which aims at identifying mature miRNA directly from sRNA-seq data, thanks to an embedded algorithm for de novo contig assembly using short reads.

**Finding NAT pairs and nat-siRNA**

Genome-wide identification of NAT from multiple organisms is nowadays possible using the large collections of sequencing data freely available online. Annotated genomes have been used in combination with other highly abundant expressed sequences. *In silico* methods for detecting NAT suffer from several shortcomings depending on the source of sequence information [91]. For example, the use of mRNA can come with information about the orientations of the transcripts, but the amount of mRNA sequence information available can be limited, reflecting specific tissues or development stages [92]. Either way, computational resources and databases dedicated to NATs are scarce.

Current methods for the detection of new NATs are simplistic and based on two main pillars: the sequence complementarity between candidate pairs and the potential for transcripts to hybridize. Although the main criterion for the recognition of NAT pairs is the presence of overlapping transcript clusters, the length of the overlap is a parameter artificially defined and variable from study to study [5]. Other parameters to define NATs have a heuristic basis and lack clear standardization. As an example, in [91], cis-NAT pairs from *Arabidopsis* were studied using annotated and anchored full-length complementary DNA (cDNA), by applying the following criteria: (i) cDNAs of both transcripts can be uniquely mapped to the genome with at least 96% sequence identity; (ii) the two transcripts are derived from overlapping loci but opposite strands; (iii) the size of the overlaid fragment must be longer than 50 nucleotides; and (iv) the sense and antisense transcripts must have distinct splicing patterns. Other studies implemented comparable but slightly altered approaches for rice [93, 94] and *Arabidopsis* [95].

The NASTI-seq R package [54] is one of the few computational tools currently available for NAT discovery. This software is specialized in cis-NAT detection using strand-specific RNA sequencing data. It models the probability of finding read enrichment in each strand using a binomial model and identifies cis-NAT conditional on additional spatial criteria such as the location in opposite strands and the proximity in the genome.

To our knowledge, the only tool implementing an engine for generic NAT search (including trans-NAT) is NATpipe [55]. This is a pipeline for NAT prediction for organisms without a reference genome. Using transcriptomic data, it performs a BLAST-based search to preselect NAT pair candidates. Then, the annealing potential of these candidates is explored by RNAplex [96]. The secondary structure is analyzed and instances containing bubbles in the annealed region comprising >10% of its length are rejected. If sRNA-seq data are available, NATpipe can perform a search for prospective nat-siRNA by looking to phasing patterns in the annealed region in a similar way to what is done by tools for ta-siRNA detection. To distinguish trans-nat-siRNA from cis-nat-siRNA, it is necessary to keep in mind that the concept of trans implies transcripts not sharing a common genomic location.

**Detecting hc-siRNA and the respective generating loci**

In plants, hc-siRNAs are typically 24 nt long and mostly derive from transposons, repeats and heterochromatic regions. Their
biogenesis is primarily connected with the activity of PolIV-RDR2-DCL3 [99, 101]. hc-siRNAs are central for RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM), which is the pathway responsible for de novo DNA methylation. A hallmark of RdDM is the presence of cytosine methylation in all DNA sequence contexts (CG, CHG and CHH, where H can be C, A or T) [99, 103]. Some transposon families can switch the production of siRNA from 24 to 21–22 nt when methylation is lost [97, 98]. This transition starts with the synthesis of transcripts by Pol II that are afterward degraded into 21–22 nt siRNA. Some of these siRNA can enter a non-canonical RdDM pathway dependent on PolIII, RDR6 and DCL2/4 [98].

To date, there are no public tools specifically developed to detect hc-siRNA. This limitation is in part because of the fact that hc-siRNA biology remains unclear, and experimental tests to functionally validate hc-siRNA are difficult to establish. Although certain families of TEs have been described to produce hc-siRNAs when epigenetic marks are changed [97, 98], the reason for their involvement in hc-siRNA biogenesis remains poorly understood. So far, the identification of hc-siRNA has focused mostly on the abundance of 24 nt sRNA mapping to differentially methylated regions that arise in RdDM mutants [97–103], the correlation with the presence or absence of histone marks [104] and variations in gene expression. However, numerous epigenetically activated sRNAs have been identified, which seem to lack the functional properties to be included in the hc-siRNA category. Rather they show PTS activity [97, 105], but the structural features that separate these from true hc-siRNA are unclear. Although the length of mature sRNA sequences is somewhat predictive, and has been taken as a way to discriminate putative hc-siRNA from other types of siRNA (hc-siRNAs are typically 24 nt in length), this feature—by itself—can be misleading. For example, miR163 is an example of a 24 nt long miRNA, which has an exceptionally long length for a DCL1-dependent sequence, and that despite its length primarily binds to AGO1 exerting posttranscriptional regulation [100].

**Function prediction in plants**

Established nomenclature for miRNA annotation [78] does not require the identification of a functional target sequence, as target prediction can be notoriously difficult. Moreover, target sequences are not steady entities, but can arise de novo, or be lost through mutational events over evolutionary time. However, the structural features that distinguish other (non-miRNA) sRNA classes remain obscure and can often only be clearly delineated based on knowledge of their target sequences. For example, sorting sRNA by length and matching them to heterochromatic regions, TE s or repeats are naive approaches often used to identify hc-siRNA, but these approaches are insufficient to discriminate hc-siRNA from epigenetically activated siRNA involved in PTS [98, 105]. Hence, knowing the mode of action of a given sRNA sequence would appear to be a fundamental aspect of sRNA classification.

**Methods for PTS target prediction.** Posttranscriptional regulation in plants can occur in two ways: target cleavage [106] and translational repression [107]. A negative correlation between sRNA expression levels and those of the target transcript is usually taken as evidence for target cleavage. Alternatively, translational repression can happen after binding of the sRNA-AGO complex to the S′ untranslated region or the open reading frame of target RNA, which inhibits the recruitment or movement of ribosomes through the mRNA [108].

Targeting of plant mRNA follows rules that are significantly different from those in animals and therefore, tools developed for the animal kingdom are suboptimal for plants. Studies with miRNA have revealed a number of key differences: in animals, a seed region of around 8 nt demands near-perfect sRNA/mRNA complementarity, while in plants this complementarity must be preserved throughout the complete miRNA; in animals, miRNAs have a positional preference for the 3′-UTR of the target, while in plants this is not observed [83, 84].

Target cleavage can be identified through the analysis of degradation fragments captured by sequencing (i.e. the degradome). The underlying idea is to use experimental evidence given by the degradome to discriminate between random degradation products and RNA segments precisely targeted by AGO proteins. Methods such as Cleaveland [56], PAREsnip [57] SoMART [58], SeqTar [59] and miRNA Digger [60], jointly explore degradome data, sRNA and other transcripts to detect PTS-sRNA and their targets [57, 56]. Taking miRNA Digger as an illustrative example: miRNA Digger starts by scanning the degradome for potential cleavage sites after mapping the degradation segments to a genomic reference. The mapping loci are then tested for the presence of RNA with hairpin-folding capacity. With sRNA-seq data available, it then looks for marks of miRNA-miRNA* duplexes, plus AGO-enriched miRNA(∗)s, in case such the libraries are provided.

Other prediction-based algorithms such as psRNATarget [61] and TAFIR [62] only require candidate sRNA-target pair as input. The analysis is typically performed in two main steps: (i) search for the best sRNA/mRNA complementarity location in the target candidate and (ii) measure target accessibility. The strength of these parameters is in some cases used to discriminate between translational and posttranscriptional inhibition. For example, in psRNATarget, a modified version of the Smith–Waterman algorithm [109] is used to look for optimal sRNA/mRNA alignments and the UPE score (which is the energy required to ‘open’ secondary structure around target site on mRNA) is determined with RNAup [110]. In cases where mismatches are detected in the central complementary region of the sRNA sequence, the software assumes that the sRNA is likely involved in protein translational inhibition rather than in mRNA cleavage, as cleavage activity is known to be reduced when sRNA-mRNA complementarity is poor. psRNATarget is available via a Web portal, working with an efficient computing back-end pipeline that parallelizes processing on a Linux cluster. TAFIR is another popular tool that follows similar principles used in psRNATarget. It allows a fast search using FASTA and for more precise results uses RNAhybrid [111]. Targetfinder [63] and Target-align [64] are counterparts that fall in the same category. PsRobot [65] is an interesting example on how to take advantage of the large amount of deep sequencing data currently available in a meta-analysis. Its core includes a modified Smith–Waterman algorithm and a simple scoring methodology to search for candidate targets. The user is offered extra information about the predicted targets, such as their conservation across species, degradome profiles and target expression in diverse sRNA-related mutants, something that can help to judge the reliability of the predictions.

Machine learning principles have also been used to predict PTS targets: p-TAREF [66] explores dinucleotide variation around the sRNA-target sites using support vector regression, and microRNA-Target [67] implements a PCA-SVM classifier that uses multiple sequence, structure and thermodynamic features to characterize miRNA-target interaction.

More recently, a new breed of tools that include PlantMirnaT [68] explore deep sequencing miRNA and mRNA expression profiles to identify condition-specific miRNA-mRNA target pairs.
Unfortunately, the methods developed to date for PTS target prediction still suffer from relatively high false-positive rates [64, 112] and inconsistent results across platforms are common. This has spurred the development of pipelines that integrate several of these algorithms to obtain consensus predictions. For example, Mtide [69] combines degradome analysis by Cleveland, target prediction by TAIR and miRNA prediction using a plant-adapted version of miRDeep2 [113] with a set of rules to determine miRNA–target interactions. Other platforms that combine multiple software packages to perform a target-centered analysis include sPARTA [70] and imiRTP [71].

We argue that PTS target prediction could be further improved by considering additional biological criteria, such as the capacity of sRNA to load into specific classes of AGO proteins that are known to be required for PTS. Sequence features of sRNA that predict AGO loading have been recently obtained from machine learning approaches applied to AGO-IP sRNA-seq libraries [114]. This information could complement the above-mentioned computational tools for PTS target prediction.

Methods for TS target prediction. There is currently no computational tool in the public domain to predict transcriptional silencing targets from genomic data. This kind of inference is still in an early stage of development and is typically done based on indirect observations and assumptions about DNA/chromatin properties. For example, the presence/absence of methylation in CHH sequence context, the correlation with the abundance of proteins that are known to be required for PTS. Sequence features of sRNA that predict AGO loading have been recently obtained from machine learning approaches applied to AGO-IP sRNA-seq libraries [114]. This information could complement the above-mentioned computational tools for PTS target prediction.

Future perspectives

The biology of sRNA is complex and poses numerous computational challenges. The computational categorization of sRNA is far from being solved. sRNA prediction based on sequencing data is either inaccurate or lacks dedicated tools altogether. Although less attention has been paid to plants than to animals, algorithms for predicting various aspects of sRNA biogenesis and function in plants can be found dispersed over the internet. These are mostly individual modules, making sRNA cataloging a hard assignment for nonspecialists. Future work should focus on incorporating existing tools into a unifying framework. This would aid in the automation of sRNA analysis, and shift focus away from the assembly of pipelines to their applications.

Currently, the majority of tools focus on miRNA, although hc-siRNAs are by far the most numerous. This bias is most likely because of the fact that miRNA have well-defined structural features in comparison with other sRNA categories. In addition, miRNAs are easily validated experimentally, which helps in calibrating computational algorithms for miRNA detection and prediction. The investment in proper software should coevolve with experimental procedure for acquiring sRNA data. This development is necessary to be able to maximize the knowledge that can be extracted from such data.

Key Points

- Characterizing sRNA in terms of their biogenesis and function is essential for understanding regulatory mechanisms underlying plant development and adaptation.
- Deep sequencing data of total sRNA indicate that a large fraction of sRNA sequences remains to be catalogued.
- Numerous computational algorithms have been developed to facilitate the detection and categorization of plant sRNA, but existing software is mostly dedicated to miRNA.
- By adapting existing software in combination with public data sources, it is possible to craft more accurate and automated in silico tools applicable to a wider spectrum of sRNA classes.
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